November 4, 2021


Regrets: Romain

Agenda:

1. Continue review of Todo List for v2, focusing especially on questions or gaps left after the working group’s previous meeting, and reflect corresponding changes within Sirtfi v2 draft text.

2. Review new tasks

3. AOB

WG members reviewed (or re-reviewed) Todo List entries 1-8, making suggested changes to v2 draft text along the way. There was surprisingly long discussion of Todo List #1 about what readers sometimes understand “detect” to mean, especially readers for whom English is not a primary language, as noted in the Notes/Actions column in that row. Notably, that discussion also provided an opportunity for the WG to remind themselves that the goal of Sirtfi is not to require best practices, but is rather to define a low bar to participation in the response to a federated security incident.